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Get involved and be inspired  
to join in at home!

designed by illustrator  
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INTRODUCTION

This activity pack, produced by local 

illustrator David Setter, provides an 

environment in which we can explore  

the past, present and future of our 

beautiful surroundings. 

It also binds together the relationship 

between Ruthin Craft Centre building 

design and the Clwydian Range. 

The timeline illustrates the ecological 

changes throughout millennia.

Just imagine if woolly Mammoths still 

roamed about on our doorstep! 

What would it be like if we had a huge 

sheet of ice or a tropical ocean still covering 

our landscape? 

What kind of animals might we encounter?

Come and explore the present day and 

learn about the wildlife and fauna (plants) 

that inhabit our landscape.

What kind of things can we do to look after 

our environment to ensure they are still 

around in the future?

This pack has been designed for the whole family to do together and keep you connected 

with CRAFT and our LANDSCAPE whilst we all stay at home. 

Safety Tips

All activities are for the parents/guardian’s and their children to do together – 

children must not be left unsupervised with any of these material and must be 

supervised at all times.
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1
MENU OF ACTIVITIES

Activity 1 

Colouring in sheets 

Hours of colouring fun and 

a creative way to introduce 

you to our local wildlife  

and plants.

Activity 2 

Plants and wildlife of the Clwydian Range  

Draw and collage with sticky vinyl.

(if you can’t get hold of sticky vinyl use 

coloured paper and stick down with some 

glue instead, it will do the same job!)

Activity 3 

Woodland Animals 

Mask making kit of a Fox, Mouse  

Hedgehog, Owl and Butterfly.



ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS
Activity 1 Colouring-in Sheets
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ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS
Activity 2 Plants and Wildlife of the Clwydian Range
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ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS
Activity 3 Woodland Animals

What you’ll need 

• A mask template 

• Colouring pencils, crayons or paint

• A4 Card 

• Coloured paper, tissue or felt to collage with  

 (or anything else you might have at home to decorate with) 

• Glue stick 

• Scissors 

• Elastic 

How to make a woodland animal mask? 

1. First you will need to print out the mask template you’d like to make, then carefully cut 

out the mask shape using the dotted lines as a guide. 

2. Then draw a line around the template onto a piece of card to give your mask some 

strength for you to wear (you can use any recycled cardboard for this – your empty cereal 

box for example) plus, draw in the marked eyes and little holes each side in order to attach 

the elastic at the end.

3. Cut out the drawn marked outline including the eyes (in order for you to see through 

the mask) with scissors – you might need a grown up to help you with this bit.

4. Next you will need to colour in and / or collage your chosen woodland animal

You are the artist; therefore, you might prefer to just colour in your mask or you might  

like to include other materials into your design?  The decision is yours!!! 

Here are some of examples of the ones we’ve made to inspire you along the way! 

5. Once you’ve decorated your mask you will then need to add the elastic by simply 

threading the elastic piece through the little holes you’ve made (insert from the back of 

the mask) and tie a little knot to keep it in place and do the same for the other side. 

6. Then you have completed your woodland animal mask and you are now ready to play!!!
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